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Abstract The increase use of ion sensors in different

fields leads to many intensive studies to introduce sensing

materials or selectophores in the fabrication of ion-selec-

tive electrodes. In this study the complexation stability of

samarium ion with different ionophores was efficiently

predicted by the QSPR model. Since the selectivity of

ionophores can be defined by the stability constants of

samarium–ionophore complexes, quantitative structure–

property relationship (QSPR) studies on complex stability

constants (log K) were carried out. The suitable subset of

molecular descriptors was calculated and the genetic

algorithm was employed to select those descriptors that

resulted in the best-fit models. The multiple linear regres-

sion (MLR) method was utilized to construct the linear

QSPR models. The best model showed most accurate

predictions with the Leave-One-Out cross validation

(QLOO
2 = 0.912), Leave-Group-Out cross validation

(QLGO
2 = 0.907), external test set and Y-randomization.

Also, the applicability domain of the model was analysed

by the leverage approach. According to the best of our

knowledge, this is the first research on QSPR studies for

testing and estimating selectophores in samarium sensors

based on complex stability constants. This report could be

an experimental guide to find and design of highly selective

sensors for Sm(III) ions.

Keywords Samarium-selective electrode � Complex

stability constant � QSPR � Genetic algorithms � Multiple

linear regression � Chemometrics

Introduction

Ion selective electrodes (ISEs), being among the most

favorable and fastest growing devices for chemical ana-

lysis, are used widely in analysis of a wide variety of metal

ions. They offer some advantages such as portability,

simplicity, fast, inexpensive and reliable response in a wide

concentration range [1]. The rapid increase in the research

and the consecutive reports on the design and construction

of these devices is a practical proof of the great interest in

these devices. The interest in constructing lanthanide sen-

sors arises because they have similar ionic radii to calcium,

but a higher charge density, which causes them to be used

as probes to investigate the interactions between Ca2? and

biologically important molecules [2].

The main problem in the design of ISEs is finding a

proper selectophore. The selectophore, also called the

‘‘ionophore’’, is the most important component of any ion-

selective sensor with respect to selectivity, because the

molecular-level phenomenon that is sensed by the ISE is

the binding between the selectophore and target ion. Many

mechanisms have been suggested for the selective recog-

nition of different ions in the electrodes, most of which

focus on the selective complexation between the target ion

and sensing material or ionophore resulting from the ion–

dipole interactions. In these cases, the response of ISEs can

be fully predicted from the stability constants of each ion-

ionophore complex. In fact, the complex stability constant

(K) shows the selectivity of the ionophore toward the ion.

Although the stability constant of complex between the ion
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and the ionophore is required to be high enough to produce

a noticeable selectivity, this constant must not be so large

that ions are tightly bound, making the complexation pro-

cess kinetically irreversible, so the sensor exhibits long

response time [1]. Based on previous studies, the useful

rang of ionophore complex formation constants in an ISE is

usually about 104–107.

In practice, the complexation stability of an ionophore is

mostly studied after doing some experiments. Such

experiments in the laboratory are time consuming and

costly, therefore the application of theoretical methods for

prediction of ion-ionophores complex stability constants

and consequently ionophores selectivity for this purpose

seems necessary.

Nowadays, quantitative structure–property relationship

(QSPR) method, as one of the most important areas in

chemometrics, was used by chemists to predict a wide

variety of physical, chemical, biological and toxicology

properties [3–7]. QSPR method is based on the assumption

that the behavior of a compound, expressed by any simple

and complex physicochemical properties, is correlated with

numerical descriptors of the compound. Multiple linear

regression (MLR) is one of the most used modeling

methods in QSPR. The MLR yields are simpler and easier

to interpret than the other methods. The application of this

technique usually requires variable selection for building

well-fitted models. Nowadays, genetic algorithm (GA) is

well-known as an interesting and more widely used vari-

able selection method [8–10]. However; these QSPR

equations take an approach to the identification and isola-

tion of most important structural descriptors that affect

physicochemical properties. The advantage of this

approach lies in the fact that it requires only the knowledge

of the chemical structure and is not dependent on any

experimental properties. Also, it can be applied for the

prediction of the property of new compounds that have not

been tested, synthesized or found. Thus, the QSPR

approach can expedite the process of development of new

molecules with desired properties.

In this context, we have previously reported a validated

multiple linear regression model for prediction of stability

constants of lanthanum–ionophores complexes in lantha-

noid sensors [11]. Due to the importance of selective

determination of samarium ion, especially in industrial and

environmental samples [12, 13], there have been relatively

many attempts to preparation of Sm(III) selective sensors

based on different selectophores [14–17]. In this work, we

established a new QSPR model for predicting the stability

constants of complexes between samarium ion and iono-

phores for application in lanthanoid electrodes. To perform

this analysis, as a powerful tool, genetic algorithm-multiple

linear regression (GA-MLR) is applied as variable selec-

tion method.

Materials and methods

Data set

Experimental stability constant values for the 1:1 com-

plexes of Sm3? cation with organic ligands (SmL3?) were

compiled from the literature published by Ganjali et al. (cf.

References from Table 1). Since the temperature, solvent

and measurement method also affect the stability constants,

we used only data corresponded to conductometric method

in acetonitrile solutions and temperature 25 �C. For the

QSPR model development the logarithmic constants log K

were used, where K is defined as follows:

K ¼ SmL3þ½ �
Sm3þ½ � L½ � ð1Þ

The data set was randomly split into two groups; a

training set consisting of 20 ligands for variable selection

and development of model and a prediction set (test set)

that includes 4 ligands which was used to evaluate the

model prediction ability (Table 1).

Molecular optimization and descriptor calculation

The chemical structures of ligand molecules were drawn

with Hyperchem 7.5 [42]. The geometrical structures were

pre-optimized by means of the MM? molecular mechanics

method (Polake Ribiere algorithm), and the final geome-

tries of the minimum energy conformation were obtained

by a more precise optimization with the semi-empirical

AM1 method (Austin Model-1) [43]. These optimized

structures were inserted into the Dragon [44] program and

descriptors were calculated. Descriptors with constant or

near constant values for all molecules were eliminated.

Also, pair-wise linearly correlated descriptors (higher than

0.9) were classified as intercorrelated, and only one of them

was considered in developing the model. A total of 527

descriptors were considered for further investigations after

discarding the descriptors with constant and intercorrelated

ones. Finally, all the descriptors were collected in a

(n 9 m) data matrix, where n and m represent the number

of the compounds and the descriptors, respectively.

GA-MLR analysis

The calculated descriptors and the experimental stability

constants of complexes were analyzed with the aid of GA-

MLR. MLR is the most used modeling methods in QSPR.

In order to minimize the information overlap in descriptors

and to reduce the number of descriptors required in the

regression equation, the concept of nonredundant descrip-

tors was used in our study. The best equation was selected

on the basis of the highest Q2 [45]. The MLR method
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Table 1 Experimental and predicted values of log K for samarium–ionophore complexes for training and test sets by GA-MLR model

No. Structure Log K (experimental) Log K (predicted) Reference

1

N

O
NH HN

CH3H3C

O

N

3.27 3.26 [18]

2

S

N

N

S 2.21 2.09 [19]

3a

OH

N N N N

HO
HO

2.79 2.51 [20]

4

HN

N N

H3C O

S

N S

2.65 2.66 [21]

5

N

O

N
H

N
H

O

N

2.22 2.27 [22]

6

N

O
NH HN

O

N

H3C 2.18 2.51 [23]

7

N
H

N
N

N

NH

Ph

NHNH2
Ph

2.65 2.40 [24]
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Table 1 continued

No. Structure Log K (experimental) Log K (predicted) Reference

8

N NHH3C

SHN

OCH3

2.56 2.55 [25]

9a

N NHN

S

NH2

NH

S

H2N

2.13 2.18 [26]

10

NH2N N

HO

2.85 2.87 [27]

11 N
N

N

2.59 2.65 [28]

12a

O

N

N N

N

CH3H3C

NO2

O

O2N

3.34 3.05 [29]
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Table 1 continued

No. Structure Log K (experimental) Log K (predicted) Reference

13

N

HN

HN

S

NO2

3.21 3.44 [30]

14

S

N N N N

S

CH3H3C 3.03 2.60 [31]

15

HN
O

N

OH 2.78 2.78 [32]

16

H
N

H
N

O

N
H

S
O

O
N

2.35 2.54 [33]

17

N

N OH

N NH2

2.07 1.89 [34]

18a

Et N

N Et

S S

S S

Et N

N Et

S S

4.60 5.32 [35]

19

OHHO

N N

HO OH

4.04 4.10 [36]
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provided an equation linking the structural features to the

logarithm stability constants of complexes:

Log K ¼ a0 þ a1x1 þ � � � þ anxn ð2Þ

where the intercept (a0) and the regression coefficients of

the descriptors (ai) are determined using the least-squares

method. xi has the common definition-variable or

descriptor in this case. The elements of this vector are

equivalent numerical values of the chemical descriptors.

When the regression analysis is completed, the best

models for different dependent and independent variables

were chosen.

GA-MLR and the other calculations were run on a

Pentium IV personal computer (CPU at 3.06 GHz) with

windows XP as operating system using MATLAB (Version

7.0, Mathworks).

Results and discussion

The quantitative relationships between the stability con-

stants of complexes of Sm3? cation with organic ligands

and the calculated descriptors were obtained by the MLR

and the important variables were selected by GA. In the

model development step, leave-one-out (LOO-CV) and

leave-group-out (LGO) cross validation process were

employed to evaluate the performances of the resulting

models. Cross-validation parameters indicate that the

Table 1 continued

No. Structure Log K (experimental) Log K (predicted) Reference

20

S

N

O

S

H
N

OH 5.63 5.41 [37]

21

OH

N

O

N

HO

5.23 5.25 [38]

22

N

O
NH HN

O

N

2.78 2.95 [39]

23

N

S

CH3

NH

NH2 2.59 2.62 [40]

24

NH
NH

S N

O

2.30 2.27 [41]

a The test set
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obtained regression model has a good internal and external

predictive power. In the LOO-CV procedure, n - 1 sam-

ples from a total dataset were used to construct a QSPR

model and the property of the left out sample was estimated

by the designed model. The predicted property for that

point is then compared to its actual value. This procedure

was repeated until every sample in the total dataset was

omitted once. For LGO-CV, a 20 % of the data points are

removed from the dataset and the model refitted; the pre-

dicted values for those points are then compared to its

experimental values. Again, this is repeated until each data

point has been omitted once. Also, some other statistical

parameters such as the; square of the correlation coefficient

(R2), adjusted R2 (Radj
2 ), standard deviation error of cali-

bration (SDEC), standard deviation error of prediction

(SDEP) and F values, were calculated. The best significant

relationship for prediction of log K complexes has been

deduced to be:

Log K ¼ 1:962 þ 0:345ð ÞRDF140u þ 5:180ð ÞHATS4p

þ 63:706ð ÞR4mþ þ �111:104ð ÞR4pþ

ð3Þ

Q2
LOO ¼ 0:912; R2 ¼ 0:966; Q2

LGO ¼ 0:907;

R2
adj ¼ 0:957; R2

test ¼ 0:941; SDEC ¼ 0:171;

SDEP ¼ 0:277; F ¼ 108:65

This equation has good statistical qualities and can

explain more than 90 % of variances, thus reproducing

more than 90 % of variances in the stability constants of

complexes between selectophores and Sm3?. The statistical

parameters for internal and external sets show good fitting

performances (high values of R2, Radj
2 , and F) and good

predictability (low value of relative difference between R2

and Q2, high value of Rtest
2 and low value of SDEP and

SDEC). However, the designed model was used to predict

the test set data. The prediction results are given in Table 1

and shown in Fig. 1.

According to Eq. 3, the selected variables are RDF140u,

HATS4p, R4m? and R4p?. To examine the relative

importance as well as the contribution of each descriptor in

the model, the mean effect (ME) of descriptors is defined

as follows:

MEj ¼
aj

Pi¼n
i¼1 dijPm

j aj

Pn
i dij

ð4Þ

MEj represents the mean effect for the considered

descriptor j, aj is the coefficient of the descriptor j, dij

stands for the value of the target descriptors for each

molecule and, eventually, m is the descriptors number in

the model. The ME value indicates the relative importance

of a descriptor compared with the other descriptors in a

model. Its sign exhibits the variation direction in the values

of log K as a result of the increase (or reduction) of this

descriptor values. The mean effect values are 0.321, 0.650,

2.501 and -2.472 for RDF140u, HATS4p, R4m? and

R4p? respectively.

RDF140u is the first descriptor, which has appeared in

the model. It was proposed as radial distribution function—

14.0/unweighted. The radial distribution function (RDF)

descriptors are independent from the number of atoms (i.e.

the size of a molecule), unique regarding the three-

dimensional arrangement of the atoms and invariant

against the translation and rotation of the entire molecule.

Also, the RDF descriptors can be restricted to specific atom

types or distance ranges to represent specific information in

a certain three-dimensional structure space. These types of

descriptors are based on the distance distribution in the

molecule. The Radial Distribution Function of an ensemble

of n atoms can be interpreted as the probability distribution

of finding an atom in a spherical volume of radius r [46].

RDF140u has positive effect on the expected response,

which indicates that the log K is directly related to this

descriptor.

The other descriptors (HATS4p, R4m? and R4p?)

belong to the GETAWAY descriptors. GETAWAY

descriptors are based on the representation of 3D-molecu-

lar geometry in terms of an influence matrix (H-GET-

AWAY) or influence/distance matrix (R-GETAWAY). The

diagonal elements of H (hii) are named leverages, and are

considered to represent the influence of each atom on the

shape of the molecule. For instance, the mantle atoms

always have higher hii values than atoms near the molecule

center, while each off-diagonal element hij represents the

degree of availability of the jth atom to interactions with

the ith atom. The influence/distance matrix (R-GET-

AWAY) involves a combination of the elements of the H

1

2

3

4

5

6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lo
g 

K
C

al
c.

Log KExp.

train
test

(R2= 0.966)
(R2= 0.941)

Fig. 1 Plot of the calculated complex stability constant (log K)

against the experimental values
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matrix with those of the Geometric Matrix [47, 48].

HATS4p, R4m? and R4p? were proposed as leverage-

weighted autocorrelation of lag 4/weighted by atomic po-

larizabilities, R maximal autocorrelation of lag 4/weighted

by atomic masses and R maximal autocorrelation of lag

4/weighted by atomic polarizabilities respectively. The

positive sign of HATS4p and R4m? shows that increasing

these two parameters cause the log K increases. Mean-

while, R4p? has a negative effect on log K.

The proposed MLR model was also checked for

robustness by Y-randomization test [49, 50]. The depen-

dent variable vector (log K) is randomly shuffled and a new

QSPR model is developed using the original independent

variable matrix. The new QSPR models (after several

repetitions) are expected to have low R2 and Q2 values. In

present study, a ten time test was developed for the pro-

posed MLR model. The results are presented in Table 2.

The low R2 and Q2 values indicate that the good results of

the original model are not due to chance correlation or

structural dependency of the training set.

As even a robust and validated QSPR, it cannot be

expected to reliably predict the modeled property for the

entire universe of compounds. Therefore, the applicability

domain (AD) of the final model should be identified. The

AD is a theoretical region in the space defined by the

modeled response and the descriptors of the model, for

which a given QSPR model should make reliable predic-

tions. To visualize the AD of a QSPR model, the Williams

plot [standardized residuals versus leverage values (h)] can

be used for an immediate and simple graphical detection of

both the response outliers (i.e., compounds with cross

validated standardized residuals greater than 3 standard

deviation units, [3s) and structurally influential chemicals

in a model (h [ h*). The leverage of a compound in the

original variable space is defined as [51]:

hi ¼ XT
i ðXTÞ�1

Xi ð5Þ

where Xi is the descriptor vector of the considered com-

pound, X is the descriptor matrix derived from the training

set descriptor values and the superscript ‘T’ refers to the

transpose of the matrix/vector. The warning leverage (h* or

3 h) is defined as follows [52]:

h� ¼ 3p

n
ð6Þ

where p is the number of model variables plus one, n is the

number of calibration compounds.

On analysing the model AD in the Williams plot of

MLR model (Fig. 2) only compound number 19 in the

prediction set was identified as an outlier but it belongs

to the model AD. This erroneous prediction could

probably be attributed to different molecular structure

rather than to wrong experimental data. While the out-

liers for the response can be highlighted only for com-

pounds with known responses, the possibility of a

chemical to be out of the structural AD of a model, and

thus the reliability of its predictions, can be verified for

every new compound, the only knowledge needed being

the molecular structure.

Conclusion

In this study, for the first time, a new reliable and accurate

QSPR model was proposed for prediction of the stability

constants of samarium–ionophore complexes. The GA-

MLR model was strongly verified for its predictive power

using different internal and external validation techniques.

Since the complex stability constant shows the selectivity

of the ionophore toward the samarium ion, the designed

model could identify and provide an insight into some

instructions for further synthesis of high-selective iono-

phores for samarium sensors.

Table 2 Results of

randomization test
No. R2 Q2

1 0.162 0.000

2 0.202 0.018

3 0.259 0.031

4 0.150 0.040

5 0.354 0.007

6 0.103 0.053

7 0.228 0.180

8 0.194 0.015

9 0.254 0.001

10 0.151 0.019
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Fig. 2 The William plot of dataset
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